REALIZE YOUR VISION™
If you don’t see product to fit your special space or design, don’t panic. We can work with almost any material, finish, and specification to fit any need. Send us a photograph, CAD drawing, or sketch and we will turn your vision into reality.

We offer full custom capabilities
• Custom shaped and sized tables
• Custom wood and metal chairs
• Specialty power solutions
• Built-in or reconfigurable products
• Custom woods, laminates, and finishes
• Ability to add custom logos and designs to many of our products

FINISHES

Wood
- Dark Walnut WBF128
- Royal Mahogany WBF136
- Cherry WBF124
- Light Cherry WBF131
- Medium Oak WBF122
- Golden WBF112

Metal
- Black Wrinkle R100
- Matte Black CP001MS
- Copper Bronze T9
- Bronze-tone CP610
- Graphite CP042S
- Storm CP0235
- Silverstone E2

Edges
- Black 1
- Dark* 41
- Dark Gray** 23
- Silver* 50
- Light Gray 12
- Birch* P2

* Not available in 41111 or 41333 table tops
** Not available in 13000 table top
COMIDA™

Design a signature space, not just a cafeteria. Space to unwind and re-energize, space to work, meet and greet, a space which sets your best ideas free.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

FALCON™ takes great care to operate in an environmentally responsible way. Each manufacturing facility is located within its primary market and is focused on reducing waste, minimizing our carbon footprint, and using recycled and recyclable materials wherever possible. For more information visit mycfgroup.com/environment.aspx

Right:
F1600 Chair

MENLO PARK
• Wall unit shown with power option
• Available in any fabric, size, shape or configuration

Right:
Upholstered Verona GT506 with Articulating Back

COMIDA™

2400 Base / 24000 Top

600 Base / 13000 Top

2400 Base / 24000 Top

800-873-3252 | falconproducts.com
COMMUNITY TABLES
Your visitors may be traditional or unconventional but they will find a lot in common around our community tables. Just like your guests our tables are also available in most shapes and sizes.

COMMUNITY SEATING
Whether you stand or sit at our counters and community tables you will likely see eye-to-eye on the important things in life.

Left:
9660 Stool
Structure Base / 3000 Top

Power units are available on most work surfaces with options for data, USB, and/or iPod connections
1700 SERIES Available in polypropylene or upholstered seat and back

Above: 1705 Chair
2400 Base / Custom Top
Custom Booth

Below: M25-2FS Stool
7900 Base / 44100 Top

OUTDOOR DINING

M17
M47
M25-2FS
7900 Base / 44100 Top
METAL SEATING
Stools available on most models. See more options at falconproducts.com

LUCKY Fused polypropylene seat and back available in a variety of color combinations
WOOD SEATING
Side, Arm, and Stools available on most models. See more options at falconproducts.com

QUIZ
Why do most people prefer booth seating?

a. more comfortable, warm and cozy
b. more intimate and private
c. more dramatic in shape and color
d. all of the above

We offer complete custom capabilities built to your specification.

Answer: d. all of the above
BASES
We offer a large selection of table bases, ranging from iron bases made from 98% recycled engine blocks, to steel bases that are fully welded for superior durability. To view all styles available, as well as powder coat and plated finish options, visit falconproducts.com

WELDED STEEL BASES

CAST IRON BASES

EDGE PROFILES

VINYL T-MOLD

WOOD

URETHANE

TABLE TOPS
Falcon tables are manufactured with recycled core and high quality hardwoods. Wood finishes are designed to withstand the heavy use of a dining facility. Top surfaces may be laminate, veneer, Veneer Art, marmoleum, solid surface or solid wood.
REALIZE YOUR VISION™
If you don’t see product to fit your special space or design, don’t panic. We can work with almost any material, finish, and specification to fit any need. Send us a photograph, CAD drawing, or sketch and we will turn your vision into reality.

We offer full custom capabilities
• Custom shaped and sized tables
• Custom wood and metal chairs
• Specialty power solutions
• Built-in or reconfigurable products
• Custom woods, laminates, and finishes
• Ability to add custom logos and designs to many of our products


Wood
- Dark Walnut WBF128
- Royal Mahogany WBF126
- Chestnut WBF124
- Light Cherry WBF131
- Medium Oak WBF122
- Golden WBF112

Metal
- Black Wrinkle R100
- Matte Black CPO01MS
- Copper Bronze T9
- Brushed Nickel CPO410
- Graphite CPO425
- Storm CPO235
- Silverstone E2

Edges
- Black 1
- Bark* 41
- Dark Gray** 23
- Silver* 50
- Light Gray 12
- Birch* P2

* Not available in 41111 or 41333 table tops
** Not available in 13000 table top
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